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Filter images from directory and subdirectories I
have a folder called 'images' with two
subdirectories, 'old' and 'new'. Now I want to sort
all the images in old/ to a different folder called
'backup' and all the images in new/ to a different
folder called 'archive'. I know I can get all the
images in a specific directory using PHP, but how
can I do this for the specific directories? Is there
any add-on or other app to do this on Ubuntu? A:
Try this: find images -type f -print0 | xargs -0 mv
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{} {}.old This uses the -print0 option of find,
which allows you to have a list of filenames
embedded in a list of files passed to xargs. xargs
takes the data from the standard input - in this case,
the list of found files - and uses it to construct the
mv command, replacing {} with each filename.
The final {} are replaced by the directory we are
in. You might want to use -t ext to get only images,
or use -iname to name the images in a specific way.
If you have more than two directories, you can use
find to list them - it will be slower though as it does
list them (each directory will be listed twice). So
the following will work: find. -type f -print0 | xargs
-0 mv {} {}.old And the -type f will only include
files in the directories you're looking in (e.g., no
directories or symbolic links). — The Associated
Press Posted: 08/15/2014 05:52:13 AM EDT Click
photo to enlarge FILE - In this Aug. 1, 2014 file
photo, David A. Clarke III, front left, a former
Milwaukee County Sheriff, leaves federal court in
Milwaukee. The Justice Department has agreed to
indict Milwaukee County Sheriff David Clarke of
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Wisconsin on federal civil rights charges, according
to a person familiar with the investigation.
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